We present the complete solution to a 95% scalar field cosmological model in which the dark matter is modeled by a scalar field ⌽ with the scalar potential V(⌽)ϭV 0 ͓cosh(ͱ 0 ⌽)Ϫ1͔ and the dark energy is modeled by a scalar field ⌿, endowed with the scalar potential Ṽ (⌿)ϭṼ 0 ͓sinh(␣ͱ 0 ⌿)͔ ␤ . This model has only two free parameters, and the equation of state ⌿ . With these potentials, the fine-tuning and cosmic coincidence problems are ameliorated for both dark matter and dark energy and the model agrees with astronomical observations. For the scalar dark matter, we clarify the meaning of a scalar Jeans length and then the model predicts a suppression of the mass power spectrum for small scales having a wave number kϾk min,⌽ , where k min,⌽ Ӎ4.5h Mpc Ϫ1 for Ӎ20.28. This last fact could help to explain the death of dwarf galaxies and the smoothness of galaxy core halos. From this, all parameters of the scalar dark matter potential are completely determined. The dark matter consists of an ultralight particle, whose mass is m ⌽ Ӎ1.1ϫ10 Ϫ23 eV and all the success of the standard cold dark matter model is recovered. This implies that a scalar field could also be a good candidate the dark matter of the Universe.
I. INTRODUCTION
Observations of the luminosity-redshift relation of type Ia supernovae ͑SNIa͒ suggest that distant galaxies are moving slower than predicted by Hubble's law, implying an accelerated expansion of the Universe ͓1͔. These observations open the possibility of the existence of an energy component in the Universe with a negative equation of state Ͻ0, p ϭ being called dark energy. This component would be the currently dominant component in the Universe and its ratio relative to the whole energy would be ⍀ ⌳ ϳ70%. The simplest model for this dark energy is a cosmological constant (⌳), in which ϭϪ1. The matter component ⍀ M ϳ30% of the Universe decomposes itself into baryons, neutrinos, etc., and cold dark matter which is responsible for the formation of the structure in the Universe. Observations indicate that stars and dust ͑baryons͒ represent something close to 0.3% of the whole matter of the Universe. The new measurements of the neutrino mass indicate that neutrinos contribute with the same quantity as dust. In other words, say ⍀ M ϭ⍀ b ϩ⍀ ϩ•••ϩ⍀ DM ϳ0.05ϩ⍀ DM , where ⍀ DM represents the dark matter part of the matter contributions which has a value of ⍀ DM ϳ0.25. The value of the amount of baryonic matter (ϳ5%) is in agreement with the limits imposed by nucleosynthesis ͑see, for example, Ref. ͓2͔͒. Then, this model considers a flat universe (⍀ ⌳ ϩ⍀ M Ϸ1) with 95% of unknown matter but which is of great importance at the cosmological level. Moreover, it seems to be the most successful model fitting current cosmological observations ͓3͔.
However, from the theoretical point of view, ⌳ has some problems. First, the initial conditions have to be set precisely at one part in 10
120
, that is, an extreme fine-tuning problem appears. Second, the cosmic coincidence: why is the current value of the energy density contribution of the cosmological constant of the same order than matter? Third, particle theory predicts a zero cosmological constant, why is it not zero? These problems can be ameliorated by quintessence, the model of a fluctuating, inhomogeneous scalar field ͑Q͒ rolling down a scalar potential V(Q) ͓4͔. It is assumed that flat models with ⍀ M ϭ0.33Ϯ0.05 and a current value of the equation of state Q ϭϪ0.65Ϯ0.07 ( Q can change along the evolution of the Universe͒ are the most consistent with all observations ͓5͔. However, there is not agreement about which scalar potential V(Q) is the correct one. For instance, the pure exponential potential has been extensively analyzed ͓6-11͔. It is known that there is a solution which makes the scalar energy density scales as the dominant background one, that could help to ameliorate the fine-tuning problem. Also, there is another solution that could make the Universe inflate, in good accordance with SNIa observations. Moreover, in a scalar dominated universe, the scalar potential is effectively an exponential one ͓9͔. But nucleosynthesis constraints require ⍀ Q р0.2, and then an exponential potential would never dominate the Universe ͓8͔.
Another example is a special group of scalar potentials, named tracker solutions ͓4͔. The cosmology for these potentials is the same and independent of a large range of initial conditions ͑about 100 orders of magnitude͒, avoiding finetuning. The equation of state Q changes with time towards Ϫ1 ͓4,5͔, and then it can dominate the evolution of the Universe at late times. A typical example is the pure inverse power-law potential V(Q)ϳQ Ϫ␣ (␣Ͼ0) ͓4,6,12͔. But the predicted value for the current equation of state of the quintessence cannot be put in good accordance with supernovae results ͓4͔. The same problem arises with other inverse power-law-like potentials. Another possibility is the potentials proposed in Ref. ͓13͔. They can solve the troubles stated above, but it is difficult to uniquely determine their free parameters.
On the other hand, we do not know the nature of the dark matter component ⍀ DM . The cold dark matter model with cosmological constant ͑⌳CDM͒ agrees with the observations of large scale structure of the Universe, but cold dark matter overpredicts subgalactic structure and singular cores for the halos of galaxies ͓14-16͔. A scalar field model for dark matter has created a great expectation for solving the problem of the nature of dark matter too ͓13,17-21͔. A scalar field could not only give the correct energy density for the required matter in galaxies to predict the rotation curves of stars, but it has obtained the correct distribution of dark matter in galaxies as well. Intriguingly, a natural solution is an exponential scalar potential ͓17͔. At the cosmological level, all attention has been put on the quadratic potential ⌽ 2 because of the well-known fact that it behaves as pressureless matter due to its oscillations around the minimum of the potential ͓22͔, implying that ⌽ Ӎ0, for ͗p ⌽ ͘ϭ ⌽ ͗ ⌽ ͘, just like cold dark matter.
In a recent paper ͓23͔ we showed that the potential
is a reliable model for dark energy because of its asymptotic behaviors. On the other hand, a good model for dark matter could be the potential ͓13,21͔
͑2͒
The mass of the scalar field ⌽ is defined as m ⌽ 2 ϭVЉ͉ ⌽ϭ0 ϭ 2 0 V 0 . In this case, we deal with a massive scalar field. In this paper, we give all the solutions to the model at the cosmological scale and focus our attention on the scalar dark matter explicitly. In Sec. II we find the complete solutions for a cosmology where the scalar field ⌽ is the dark matter and the scalar field ⌿ is the dark energy. We divide the evolution of the Universe in four stages: the radiation dominated ͑RD͒ era, but before the oscillations of the scalar field ⌽, the radiation dominated era with ⌽ already acting as standard cold dark matter, the matter dominated ͑MD͒ era, and finally the dark energy dominated era. We will recover the standard cosmological evolution of cold dark matter with the quintessence potential ͑1͒. In Sec. III we will analyze the growing fluctuations of the scalar dark matter within the linear regime for the four stages of cosmological evolution. From the equation of scalar fluctuations, we will determine a Jeans length for scalar dark matter and show that modes larger than this Jeans length are growing modes. This last fact implies a cutoff in the mass power spectrum and we can fix all free parameters of the potential ͑2͒ by setting the cutoff wave number to the desirable value suggested in the literature. The dark energy fluctuations are not analyzed in detail because it has been already done in the literature. Finally, in Sec. IV we summarize the results and give some future features to be investigated. For completeness, we will use previous results already shown in Refs. ͓21,23͔ when necessary.
II. SCALAR FIELD SOLUTIONS
Due to current observations of cosmic microwave background radiation ͑CMBR͒ anisotropy by BOOMERANG and MAXIMA ͓24͔, we will consider a flat, homogenous, and isotropic universe. Thus we use the flat Friedmann-RobertsonWalker ͑FRW͒ metric
where a is the scale factor (aϭ1 today͒ and we have set c ϭ1. The components of the Universe are baryons, radiation, three species of light neutrinos, etc., and two minimally coupled and homogenous scalar fields ⌽ and ⌿, which represent the dark matter and dark energy, respectively. The evolution equations for this Universe are
where 0 ϵ8G and ͑p͒ is the energy density ͑pressure͒ of radiation, plus baryons, plus neutrinos, etc. The scalar energy densities ͑pressures͒
Here overdots denote the derivative with respect to the cosmological time t.
The numerical values that will be used in the paper are the 
A. Radiation dominated "RD… era
We start the evolution of the Universe at the end of inflation, i.e., in the radiation dominated ͑RD͒ era. The initial conditions are set such that ( i⌽ , i⌿ )р i␥ .
Let us begin with the dark energy. For the potential ͑1͒ an exact solution in the presence of nonrelativistic matter can be found ͓7,23͔. The parameters of the potential are given by
where ⍀ 0⌿ and ⍀ 0CDM are the current values of dark energy and dark matter, respectively, and Ϫ0.6у ⌿ уϪ0.9 is the range for the current equation of state. With these values for the parameters (␣,␤Ͻ0) the solution for the dark energy (⌿) becomes a tracker one and is only reached at a matter dominated epoch and the scalar field ⌿ would begin to dominate the expansion of the Universe after matter domination. Before this, at the radiation dominated epoch, the scalar energy density ⌿ is frozen, strongly subdominant, and of the same order as today ͓23͔. Then the dark energy contribution can be neglected during this epoch. Now we study the behavior of the dark matter. For the potential ͑2͒ we begin the evolution with large and negative values of ⌽, when the potential behaves as an exponential one. It is found that the exponential potential makes the scalar field ⌽ mimic the dominant energy density, that is, ⌽ ϭ i⌽ a Ϫ4 . The ratio of ⌽ to the total energy density is ͓7,8͔
This solution is self-adjusting and it helps to avoid the finetuning problem of matter, too. Here there appears one restriction due to nucleosynthesis ͓8͔,
acting on the parameter Ͼͱ24. We shall call a* the scale factor at the time when ͉ͱ 0 ⌽͉Ϸ1, i.e., when the scalar potential ͑2͒ leaves the exponential behavior and entering into the polynomial one. The time evolution for RD before the scalar oscillations begin is ͓from Eq. ͑4͔͒
where H 0 is the current value of the Hubble parameter. This result is the standard with an extra contribution due to the scalar contribution ⌽ to radiation. Once the potential ͑2͒ reaches its polynomial behavior, ⌽ oscillates so fast around the minimum of the potential that the Universe is only able to feel the average values of the energy density and pressure in a scalar oscillation. During the time of a scalar oscillation, the term of the cosmological expansion in Eq. ͑5͒ can be neglected, and then we can write
Following Ref. ͓22͔, from the time average in a period larger than a scalar oscillation but smaller than the Hubble time of the quantity
͑14͒
Taking only the quartic and quadratic term as a good approximation, the average energy density and pressure can be expanded as ͓18͔
then, the equation of state reads
Observe that at the beginning of scalar oscillations, when the quartic term is still the dominant one in the potential, the scalar field ⌽ behaves as radiation as the early exponential behavior indicates. Once the quadratic potential dominates, we find that ͗⌽ 4 ͘ϭ(3/2)͗⌽ 2 ͘ 2 and ͗ ⌽ ͘ϭ2͗V͘. The equation of state then changes to
with ͗ ⌽ ͘ going down to zero and ͗ ⌽ ͘ scaling as nonrelativistic matter ͓22͔. A detailed analysis of the solution of the polynomial behavior can also be seen in Ref. ͓11͔ . Now, we would like the scalar field ⌽ to act as cold dark matter, in order to recover all the successful features of the standard model. For this to be possible, we will first derive a relation between the parameters (V 0 ,).
If the transition from radiation to matter occurs smoothly ͓as suggested by Eq. ͑17͔͒ at aϭa*, then
Adjusting numerically and using Eq. ͑9͒ in the left-hand side ͑LHS͒ of Eq. ͑19͒, we find that a*Ϸͱ
On the other hand, now we use ͗ ⌽ ͘Ϸ CDM in the righthand side ͑RHS͒ of Eq. ͑19͒. Thus,
Therefore, the required relation reads ͓21͔
Notice that V 0 depends on both current amounts of dark matter and radiation ͑including light neutrinos͒ and that we can choose to be the only free parameter of potential ͑2͒. If we take у5, then we find the limit values
where C ϭm ⌽ Ϫ1 is the scalar Compton length. Now we can be sure that ⌽ ϭ CDM and that we will recover the standard cold dark matter evolution. Moreover, it turns out that the scalar field ⌽ is an ultralight cold dark matter particle.
The dominant components of the Universe just after scalar oscillations begin are matter and radiation just as in the standard model. Then, we can give the time evolution with radiation and matter only for aϾa*, obtaining
where
is the scale factor at the time of radiation-matter equivalence, a ␥M Ϸ3.3ϫ10 Ϫ4 (zϷ3000). The standard case is recovered if a*→0 (→ϱ) and a*Ͻa ␥M for у5, that is, the transition occurs before radiation-matter equality.
B. Matter dominated "MD… era
During this time, the scalar field ⌽ continues oscillating and behaving as nonrelativistic matter and there is a matter dominated era just like that of the standard model. Shortly after matter completely dominates the evolution of the Universe, the scalar field ⌿ reaches its tracker solution, Eq. ͑8͒ and ͓23͔
and it begins to be an important component. a M ⌿ is the scale factor at the time of equivalence between matter and dark energy
where ⍀ 0M and ⍀ 0⌿ are the current amounts of matter and dark energy, respectively. We find that 0.62(zϷ0.6)уa M ⌿ у0.73(zϷ0.37) for Ϫ0.6у ⌿ уϪ0.9. A tracker solution is recognized because the function ⌫
2 Ͼ1 and is nearly constant over the possible initial conditions ͓4͔. From Eqs. ͑31͒,͑32͒,
thus ⌫у2 if ⌿ рϪ0.6 for the possible initial conditions 0Ͻ⌿ϽM P . Therefore, the potential ͑1͒ has a tracker solution. The time at which the scalar field ⌿ depends upon initial conditions, but the late time behavior is independent of initial conditions over almost a range of 100 orders of magnitude ͓4,23͔. We can integrate Eq. ͑4͒, and then the time evolution for matter and dark energy only ͑neglecting radiation͒ reads ͓7,23͔
where 2 F 1 is the hypergeometric function. By analytical continuation, it can be shown that ͓26͔
Using Eq. ͑8͒, it follows that
͑38͒
and therefore,
.
͑39͒
Let us try to give a complete solution for the time in the presence of radiation, matter, and dark energy. Taking into account the limit value ͑39͒, we can stick up the solutions ͑27͒ and ͑35͒. Then, the complete time evolution for aϾa* ͑including the ⌿ dominated era͒ can be written as
0␥ .
͑40͒
C. Scalar field ⌿ dominated "⌿D… era
At this time, the scalar field ⌿ is the dominant component of the Universe and the scalar potential ͑1͒ is effectively an exponential one ͓9,23͔. The time evolution becomes
thus the scalar field ⌿ drives the Universe into a power-law inflationary stage (aϳt p , pϾ1). Note that usual tracker solutions do not have this late exponential behavior. Also, the tracker equation of state usually changes toward Ϫ1 once the scalar field dominates finishing the latter as a cosmological constant ͓4͔. But the scalar equation of state ⌿ will never change its tracker value and for potential ͑1͒ there is no solution with ⌿ ϭϪ1 either ͓23͔.
A complete numerical solution for the energy densities 's and the dimensionless density parameters ⍀'s up to date are shown in Figs. 1 and 2 , respectively. The results agree with the solutions found in this section. It can be seen that Eq. ͑22͒ makes the scalar field ⌽ behave quite similar to the standard cold dark matter model once the scalar oscillations begin and the required contributions of dark matter and dark energy are the observed ones ͓21,23͔.
The current age of the Universe can be calculated from Eq. ͑40͒ with aϭ1. Thus, 1.09уH 0 t 0 у4.02 for Ϫ0.6 у ⌿ уϪ0.9. The age of the Universe could be (15рt 0 р60)ϫ10 9 yr, irrespective of the value of . We recovered the standard cosmological evolution and then we can see that potentials ͑1͒,͑2͒ are reliable models of dark energy and dark matter in the Universe.
III. LINEAR PERTURBATION THEORY
In this section, we analyze the perturbations of the space due to the presence of the scalar fields ⌽,⌿ using analytical approximations. First, we consider a linear perturbation of the space given by h i j . We will work in the synchronous gauge formalism, where the line element is ds 2 ϭa 2 ͓Ϫd
The equations for perturbations in the k 
where h is the trace of the metric perturbations h i j , ␦T is the perturbation to the momentum-energy tensor, and now overdots denote derivatives with respect to conformal time . The velocity and shear perturbations are defined as
The density contrast (␦ϵ␦/) which accounts for the density relative to the homogeneus cosmological energy density and for perfect fluids are governed by
͑51͒
The evolution equations with the unperturbed FRW metric ͑4͒-͑7͒ in terms of the conformal time are
H being the conformal Hubble factor. The scalar energy den-
and p ⌿ ϭ(1/2a 2 )⌿ 2 ϪṼ (⌿). The solutions to these equations are those already found in the previous section when written as functions of the scale factor a.
A. Scalar perturbations
We must add the perturbed equations for the scalar fields ⌽()→⌽()ϩ(k,) and ⌿()→⌿()ϩ(k,) ͓4,8͔
with the evolution equations for the perturbations
Here, primes are derivatives with respect to the unperturbed scalar fields ⌽ and ⌿, respectively. Before we solve these equations, we must first analyze the meaning of a scalar Jeans length.
B. Damping of the scalar power spectrum
Recalling the results for the average scalar pressure and energy density ͓Eqs. ͑15͒,͑16͔͒, the velocity of sound in the scalar fluid ⌽ is
The velocity of sound decreases rapidly to zero as ⌽ does. As suggested in the literature, we could define an effective Jeans length ͓13,18,28͔,
from which we obtain L J р3.14 kpc. Therefore, we can expect that the scalar field fluctuations produce only complex stellar objects bigger than this Jeans length. In a first approximation, this model could explain the suppression of subgalactic structure ͓13͔. Also, it is likely that the quantity r c ϭ( 0 V 0 ) Ϫ1/2 could be important at galactic scale ͓21͔. But, in order to have a good estimate of the real Jeans length, we need to analyze the fluctuation equations. We will find that Eq. ͑61͒ is only an approximation to the real thing.
It is known that scalar perturbations can only grow if the k 2 term in Eqs. ͑58͒,͑59͒ is subdominant with respect to the second derivative of the scalar potential, that is, if k ϽaͱVЉ ͓29͔. Let us analyze the scalar dark matter case.
According to the solution given above for potential ͑2͒, the behavior for k ⌽ ϭaͱVЉ is
with a minimum value given by
and then for у5, k min,⌽ у0.375 Mpc Ϫ1 ͑see Fig. 3͒ . There are no scalar perturbations for kϾm ⌽ , that is, bigger than k ⌽ today. This k corresponds to scales smaller than 1.2 kpc ͑here ϭ5). They must have been completely erased. In addition, modes which m ⌽ ϾkϾk min,⌽ must have been damped during certain periods of time determined by
From this, we conclude that the scalar power spectrum of ⌽ will be damped for kϾk min,⌽ with respect to the standard case. Also, in Fig. 3 we can see that the Hubble wave number k H is greater than k ⌽ until a little after a*. This means that the Jeans length ͑65͒ is well within the Hubble horizon for most of the time and the scalar fluctuations can form structures at scales smaller than the Hubble length H Ϫ1 . Therefore, the real Jeans length must be
and it is a universal constant because it is completely determined by the mass of the scalar field particle. L J is not only proportional to the quantity ( 0 V 0 ) Fig. 3͒ . For a more detailed analysis of the dark energy fluctuations, see Refs. ͓29,30͔.
C. Scalar power spectrum for ⌽
In this subsection, we will find some analytical approximated solutions to Eq. ͑58͒, having in mind the Jeans Length ͑65͒, that is, we will analyze Eq. ͑58͒ only for modes k Ͻk min,⌽ .
We can have some physical insight into the previous differential equations if we write the evolution equations ͑43͒,͑45͒ in the form
Then we can change this into
. For perfect fluids, it happens that (␦ p/␦)ϭv s 2 Ϸ. For scalar fields, we cannot identify v s 2 Ϸ in general and so we have explicitly written
We can see easily that the dominant background component of the Universe is the dominant term in the differential equation ͑67͒, too. Thus, we can use the standard results for the fluctuations during certain stages of the cosmological evolution. Also, it is worth mentioning that all perturbed quantities can be written in terms of the trace of the metric perturbations h, then it is enough to have a solution for it. See Refs. ͓27,31͔ for the other equations required and how to solve them.
aËa*: Radiation dominated era
During the RD era, the scalar energy density ⌽ evolves as a perfect fluid with constant equations of state ⌽ ϭ1/3 ͑remember that the exponential potential mimics the dominant energy͒. For the scalar field ⌽ we have 
Since Hϭ Ϫ1 and radiation dominates Eq. ͑67͒, h evolves as in the standard case, ḣ ϭC for modes out the Hubble horizon, and ḣ ϭC Ϫ1 for modes inside the Hubble horizon ͓32͔ ͑for detailed calculus with the exponential potential, see Ref.
͓8͔͒, where Cϭconst.
Having aϭ, the evolution equation ͑58͒ for a mode out of the Hubble horizon can be written ͓see Eq. ͑69͔͒
Thus, the growing solution for is
where we can recover the result Ϫ(1/2)hϭ␦ CDM ϭ(5/4)ͱ 0 ͓8͔. Here, ␦ CDM would be the standard CDM density contrast. This leads to
͑72͒
that is, the scalar density contrast ␦ ⌽ evolves as the standard one but with smaller amplitude. Note that this result is independent of . This result can also be obtained from Eq. ͑50͒ with
where we can observe that the scalar field ⌽ does not behave completely as perfect fluid. For modes inside the Hubble horizon, the equation to be solved is
The general solution is of the form
and then ␦ ⌽ ϭ(C/6)ϭconst. The modes inside the Hubble horizon do not grow during RD.
a*Ëa: Radiation and matter dominated eras
Once the scalar field ⌽ begins to oscillate, it happens that VЉϭm ⌽ 2 . Recalling that kϽk min,⌽ Ͻa 2 VЉ, Eq. ͑58͒ can be written as
The scalar perturbation oscillates with the same frequency as the unperturbed ⌽. Following the previous section, if we take the time average of the quantity
we obtain ͗⌽ ͘ϭϪ͗⌽ ͘.
͑78͒
The second and fourth terms of Eq. ͑76͒ are almost constant during the time of a scalar oscillation. Then,
͗⌽ ͘ϷϪ͗a
Therefore, we find that
It is now convenient to rewrite Eq. ͑76͒ in the same form as Eq. ͑50͒:
Therefore, with ͗ ⌽ ͘ going to zero ͓Eq. ͑18͔͒ it follows that ␦ ⌽ ϭ␦ CDM .
͑82͒
Due to its oscillations around the minimum, the scalar field ⌽ changes to a complete standard CDM and so do its perturbations. All the standard growing behavior for modes k Ͻk min,⌽ is recovered and preserved until today by potential ͑2͒. In Fig. 4 , a numerical evolution of ␦ϵ␦/ is shown compared with the standard CDM case ͓21͔. The results ͑72͒,͑82͒ agree with the numerical solution. The numerical evolution for the density contrasts was done using an amended version of CMBFAST ͓31͔.
In Fig. 5 we can see ␦ 2 at a redshift zϭ50 from a complete numerical evolution using the amended version of CMB-FAST. We also observe a sharp cutoff in the processed power spectrum at small scales when compared to the standard case, as was argued above. This suppression could explain the smooth cores of dark halos in galaxies and a less number of dwarf galaxies ͓15͔.
At this point, we would like to mention some coincidences between some results in Ref. ͓20͔ in which a quadratic potential is used with the results of this section. In that reference, it is argued that the Jeans length is the de Broglie wavelength at the ground state of the particle in the gravitational potential well and that the power spectrum is supressed relative to the CDM case. We see before that most of the interesting properties of potential ͑2͒ as dark matter are due to its polynomial behavior ⌽ 2 . Then, it is not strange that, in our case, the mass power spectrum is also related to the CDM case by ͑see Ref. ͓20͔͒
but using xϭ(k/k min,⌽ ) with k min,⌽ being the wave number associated to the Jeans length ͑65͒. The difference with respect to the case treated in Ref. ͓20͔ is that the relevant time scale is that when scalar oscillations start and not that of radiation-matter equality.
If we take a cutoff of the mass power spectrum at k ϭ4.5 h Mpc Ϫ1 ͓15͔, we can fix the value of parameter . Using Eq. ͑63͒, we find that Ӎ20.28,
where M Pl ϭ1.22ϫ10 19 GeV is the Planck mass. All parameters of potential ͑2͒ are now completely determined and we have the right cutoff in the mass power spectrum.
Scalar field ⌿ dominated era
For completeness, we will draw some general features of the evolution of fluctuations during the dark energy dominated era. At this era, the scalar field ⌿ now dominates both the evolution of the Universe and the differential equation ͑67͒. We do not worry about ⌽ anymore, because its perturbed solution continues being ␦ ⌽ ϭϪ(1/2)h due to its oscillations around the minimum of the potential. The scalar energy ⌿ evolves as a perfect fluid with equation of state ⌿ due to the effective exponential behavior of potential ͑1͒. Then,
͑88͒
Since the scalar field ⌿ dominates the evolution of the Universe, it is straightforward that
Evolution of the density contrasts for baryons ␦ b , standard cold dark matter ␦ CDM and scalar dark matter ␦ ⌽ vs the scale factor a taking ⍀ 0M ϭ0.30 for the models given in Fig. ͑3͒ 
where ϱ is the size of the event horizon (→ ϱ ) ͓27͔. Since we are interested in possible growing modes, we will consider Eq. ͑59͒ only in the case k 2 Ӷa 2 Ṽ Љ. The evolution equations ͑59͒,͑67͒ become
where the constant coefficients are
The scalar fields were normalized in units of 0 Ϫ1/2 . We can try solutions of the form hϭh 0 (Ϫ ϱ ) m , ϭ 0 (Ϫ ϱ ) m , where the values of m are the solutions to the equation
with an obvious solution mϭ0 and two complex roots . The other real root gives mϾ0 if Ϫ0.6р ⌿ рϪ0.9. For instance, if ⌿ ϭϪ0. 6, mϭ͕7.83,0.835ϩ3.2i,0.835Ϫ3.2i͖ . Then, all of the solutions are decaying ones. This result is not surprising because by this time the Universe has already entered in an inflationary stage. Then, we conclude that perturbations in the linear regime will be suppressed by the accelerated expansion of the Universe.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
We have developed most of the interesting features of a 95% scalar-nature cosmological model. The interesting implications of such a model are direct consequences of the scalar potentials ͑1͒,͑2͒.
On one hand, we have modeled the dark energy of the Universe using a scalar field with a sinh ␤ potential ͓23͔. This potential has the advantage that at early times it is a pure inverse power-law one, Ṽ (⌿)ϳ⌿ Ϫ␣ , thus the cosmology at late times is extremely insensitive to initial conditions, reducing the fine-tuning. The ⌿ solution is only reached during a matter dominated phase of the Universe, thus the existence of a current dark energy dominated epoch is natural; the cosmic coincidence is ameliorated. Its late exponential behavior drives the Universe into a power-law inflationary stage, in good accordance with supernovae results. Nevertheless, a fine-tuning problem remains in determining the parameters of the potential. Also, we do not know about a fundamental theory that could predict this kind of potential. However, quintessence models with an expectation value of the field of the order of the Planck mass can be considered within supergravity ͓33͔.
On the other hand, we have modeled the cosmological dark matter using another scalar field ⌽ with a cosh scalar potential. As we have shown in this work, the solutions found alleviate the fine-tuning problem for cold dark matter, too. Once the scalar field ⌽ begins to oscillate around the minimum of its potential ͑2͒, we can recover the evolution of a standard cold dark matter model because the dark matter density contrast is also recovered in the required amount. It should be noticed that the results ͑about growing density perturbations͒ are independent of the parameters of potential ͑2͒. Thus, the predicted angular and power spectrums in the linear regime are those already shown in Ref. ͓23͔ . These spectrums are subject only to the imprint of the scalar potential ͑1͒.
We also find an important difference with respect to the standard dark matter model. Analyzing the fluctuation equations, we clarified the meaning of a Jeans length for this model: it is related to the mass of the scalar particle and to the time when scalar oscillations start. This Jeans length provokes the suppression in the power spectrum for small scales that could explain the smooth core density of galaxies and the dearth of dwarf galaxies. Up to this point, the model has only one free parameter . However, if we suppose that the scale of suppression is kϭ4.5h Mpc, then Ϸ20.28, and then all parameters are completely fixed. From this, we found that V 0 Ӎ(36.5 eV) 4 and the mass of the ultralight scalar particle is m ⌽ Ӎ1.1ϫ10 Ϫ23 eV. The quantity ( 0 V 0 ) Ϫ1/2 or the scalar mass m ⌽ could play an important role in galaxies, possibly appearing in the observed constant core density of dark halos ͑see Refs. ͓16,21͔͒. This last fact could be a signature of the parameters of the dark matter potential ͑2͒ as it has been shown that an exponential potential appears when analyzing scalar dark matter at the galactic level ͓17͔. Further investigation will be published elsewhere.
Some questions could arise here: How good is Eq. ͑22͒? Why does ⍀ 0␥ also appear? A possible answer could be that, in fact, the potential ͑2͒ can be written
Then, the potential ͑2͒ is another sinh-like potential. Observe the similarity between Eq. ͑22͒ and the last of Eqs. ͑8͒, the last one being a generic solution of sinh-like potentials ͓7͔: They both involved the previous dominant component. It is this singular feature that make us think about a cosmic coincidence of matter. Therefore, it would be clear that after a radiation-dominated era, a matter-dominated era must appear. Moreover, after a matter-dominated era, a dark energydominated era must appear, too. Summarizing, a model for the Universe where the dark matter and energy are of scalar nature can be realistic and could explain most of the observed structures and features of the Universe.
